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Ø Who we are?

• Acadia: Ruben Sandapen
• Mount Allison: Mohammad Ahmady
• MUN-Grenfell: Aleks Aleksejevs and Svetlana Barkanova
• Undergraduate HQP : 23 honors theses since 2002
• New graduate program started at MUN-Grenfell in 2014
• MUN-Grenfell: 3 MSc + 1 PhD by 2020

• Theoretical developments
• Phenomenological: establishing mutually reinforcing links between theory and experiment (Ex: MOLLER, Chiral Belle, P2)
• Computational: developing new techniques for EW loop corrections, use of ACENET, etc. (ideal subprojects for undergrads)

HQP-EDIØ How we contribute?



Precision Scattering: MOLLER

To access multi-TeV electron scale it is required to measure: 

Asymmetry is an observable which is directly related to the interference term:  

MOLLER and P2 experiments offer a unique opportunity to reach multi-TeV scale and will become complimentary to 
the LHC direct searches of the BSM physics.
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Precision Scattering: Chiral Belle

soft photons. In these plots we show dependencies of the
observables on the photon’s energy cut!, where the dashed
line was obtained using the soft-photon approach only, and
the solid line corresponds to the calculation with hard-
photon emission.
As it can be seen, for the asymmetries, either A0!1

LR , A0!1
FB

or A0!1
LR", the two approaches start to deviate significantly at

! ! 0.5 GeV. This justifies the importance of inclusion of
hard-photon emission calculations when it is required to
provide analysis for observables such as asymmetries.
However, for the various cross sections such as d!0!1,
"0!1
T or "0!1

00 the discrepancy between two approaches start

to become visible only at ! ! 4.5 GeV, which is rather
close to the maximum energy of emitted photons,
! " 5.2885 GeV. Since the calculations in the soft-photon
approach are considerably simpler, we can rely on SPA
when dealing with cross section calculations.

A. Comparisons with KK Monte Carlo

The KK [12] Monte Carlo code is used by a number of
particle physics experiments, including BABAR, Belle, and
Belle II, to simulate e!e" ! "!""#n#$ and e!e" !
$!$"#n#$ events. In KK, photon emission effects from
the initial beams as well as outgoing fermions are

FIG. 4. Left: unpolarized NLO corrected (0! 1), Born (0), and their difference (1) differential cross sections vs scattering angle %.
Right: the relative NLO correction to unpolarized Born cross section vs %. Calculations are done at an ! cut of 2 GeV. The points are the
results obtained from running the KKMonte Carlo generator as described in the text, where the error bars represent the statistical errors
from the number of Monte Carlo events generated.

FIG. 5. Left: the polarization Born asymmetry (0) and asymmetry taking into account the NLO EWC (0! 1) vs scattering angle
cos %, KK Monte Carlo points are integrated in cos % bins 0.125 in width. Right: the absolute NLO correction to polarization
Born asymmetry vs cos %. Calculations are done at an ! cut of 2 GeV. The points are the results obtained from running the KK
Monte Carlo generator as described in the text, where the error bars represent the statistical errors from the number of Monte Carlo
events generated.
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Process:
Integrated LR asymmetry for polarized electron beam at Belle is directly proportional to the 1-4sW

2, 
and hence very sensitive to the variation of sW

2.

calculated up to second order, including interference
effects, using coherent exclusive exponentiation (CEEX)
[29] and electroweak corrections using the DIZET
library, which is based on the on-shell renormalization
scheme [30]. The calculations of this work are compared
to those provided by KK version 4.19, which uses DIZET
version 6.05. In order to carry out these comparisons
the particle masses used in KK were changed to match
those in Sec. IV and the Weinberg mixing angle, which is
also an input to KK, was set to the value corresponding to
the on-shell value of sin2 !W ! 0.221392, as described
by (13).

Two billion e"e! ! """! events were generated with
KK for both a left-handed polarized e! beam and a right-
handed polarized e! beam. Each simulated event was
required to produce both muons within an angular accep-
tance of a ! 10° and b ! 170°. From the simulated
events comparisons were made with each observable in
Figs. 4–10. For Figs. 4 and 5 theKK results were binned in
cos ! with bins 0.125 in width. The mean of each bin was
used to determine the cos ! value of the points. In both of
these figures the KK results are in agreement with our
calculations. In order to obtain the differential cross section
in KK we calculate the integrated cross section in the bin

FIG. 6. Left: unpolarized NLO corrected (0" 1), Born (0), and their difference (1) total cross sections vs angle a. Right: the relative
NLO correction to unpolarized total Born cross section vs a. Calculations are done at an ! cut of 2 GeV. The points are the results
obtained from running the KK Monte Carlo generator as described in the text, where the error bars represent the statistical errors from
the number of Monte Carlo events generated.

FIG. 7. Left: the left-right integrated Born asymmetry (0) and asymmetry taking into account the NLO EWC (0" 1) vs angle b at
a ! 10°. Right: the absolute NLO correction to left-right integrated Born asymmetry vs b at a ! 10°. Calculations are done at an ! cut
of 2 GeV. The points are the results obtained from running the KK Monte Carlo generator as described in the text, where the error bars
represent the statistical errors from the number of Monte Carlo events generated.
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s̄2W!s" # s2W ! sWcW
!$!̂!Z!s"%

s&!$!̂!!!s"%
: !72"

Parameter ", is defined based on relationship to expression
(58) in the following way:

" # 1 ! "r
1&!$ !!s !̂ZZ!s"%

: !73"

The effective mixing angle is frequently used as one of the
primary parameters in precision electroweak physics and
here we study the dependencies of A0&1

LR! and A
0&1
FB on s̄2W . To

start with, we show on Table II, s̄2W!s" computed in
different renormalization schemes at zero and Z-pole
kinematics. Our calculated on-shell values of s̄2W!s" com-
pare favorably with those calculated in the MS scheme, as
reported in the PDG MS.
For the kinematics relevant to the Belle II experiment,!!!
s

p
# 10.579 GeV, the on-shell effective value of s̄2W!s" is

equal to 0.23413. In order to study the sensitivity of the
polarization asymmetry to the variation of s̄2W!s", we can
simply vary the value of mW , then calculating s̄2W!s" and
asymmetries, we construct parametric dependencies of the
asymmetry on s̄2W!s" or vZeff. It is important to note that in
the analysis of the sensitivity of the asymmetries we took
the cut on the bremsstrahlung photons at 2.0 GeV.
In order to evaluate the experimental asymmetry uncer-

tainties that feed into the sensitivities, we make the
following reasonable assumptions regarding pertinent
experimental parameters that potentially can be achieved

at Belle II/SuperKEKB if there is an upgrade that intro-
duces polarization:

(i) the electron beam polarization is pB # 0.7000'
0.0035, the positron beam is unpolarized.

(ii) pB can measured with 0.5% precision, and this
dominates the systematic error on ALR.

(iii) AFB can be measured with an absolute systematic
uncertainty of 0.005.

(iv) Belle II collects 20 ab!1 of data with the electron
beam polarization and selects e&e" ! #&#"!!"
events with 50% efficiency.

(v) The average
!!!
s

p
, which has a root-mean-square

(RMS) spread of 5 MeV [1], is known to
'1.2 MeV of the peak of the !!4S" resonance.1

With such parameters we can expect an absolute stat-
istical uncertainty on both AFB and ALR of 9.4 ! 10!6.
This gives a total uncertainty on ALR! (with b # 170°)
of '0.0000094!stat" ' 0.0000030!syst" # '0.0000097
!total". The error is dominated by the statistical uncertainty
and gives a relative uncertainty on ALR! of 1.6%. The total
uncertainty on AFB (with a # 10°; b # 170°) is '0.0050
(total). In this case, the uncertainty is completely dominated

FIG. 11. Dependence of the integrated left-right asymmetry on the effective Weinberg mixing angle (left) at
!!!
s

p
# 10.579 GeV and

vector part of the electroweak coupling (right). Horizontal bands show the central value of A0&1
LR! # !0.00063597 determined with the

cut on soft-photons at 2.0 GeV. The width of the band corresponds to the '0.0000097 uncertainty on the central value of A0&1
LR!.

1SuperKEKB operations, following past practice of previous
generation e&e! B-factories, will ensure that

!!!
s

p
is at the peak of

the !!4S" by scanning the energy of one of the beams in a
manner that maximizes the rate of e&e! ! hadrons throughout of
data-taking runs. As the RMS spread in

!!!
s

p
is significantly

smaller than the !!4S" width (20.5' 2.5 MeV), the average
value of

!!!
s

p
will be known to '1.2 MeV, the experimental

precision on the !!4S" mass [27].
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In the case, when we consider full acceptance (a ! 0°
and b ! 180°), expressions for the integrated asymmetry
simplify considerably:

A0
LR!j180°0° ! ! s

8m2
W

1 ! 4s2W
s2W

! ! 2s
m2

Z
aev!

! !
!!!
2

p
G!s
"#

s2Wc
2
Waev! ! !

1!!!
2

p
G!s
"#

ga"e#gv"!#:

"67#

The choice of the polarization asymmetry (or integrated
asymmetry) as one of the observables is driven by its high
sensitivity to Weinberg mixing angle. In the case that the
physics beyond the Standard Model has a parity violating
contributor (as for a Z0 boson), it would be best to use AC

LR
and AC

LR! in the study of the properties of new physics
particles. By analogy, the forward-backward asymmetry is
defined as

AC
FB ! !C

F ! !C
B

!C
F $ !C

B
; "68#

At the Born level A0
FB is found to be

A0
FB ! aea!

6s cos a
3$ cos2 a

!
s"1$ 2vev!# !m2

Z

"s !m2
Z#2 $ 2svev!"s !m2

Z# $ s2"vev! $ aea!#
;

"69#

here, and in the above formulas, fvf; afg! fvZf ; aZfg.
Since A0

FB is directly proportional to the product aea!, it
is a very useful observable if we would like to search for the
candidates beyond the SM, with an axial part of the
coupling only.
Finally, we would like to define the NLO absolute

corrections to the Born asymmetries:

"LR ! A0$1
LR ! A0

LR; "FB ! A0$1
FB ! A0

FB;

"LR! ! A0$1
LR! ! A0

LR!: "70#

In our analysis we start with a comparison between the
asymptotic and full semiautomatic calculations. The results
for the relative correction $00 using the SPA approach can

be found in Table I for different !! scattering angles in the
CM of the e$e" system. Table I shows the asymptotic
and full semiautomatic results, respectively. For the cut
on the maximum energy of emitted soft photon, we take
%1 ! &=

!!!
s

p
. Here we used %1 ! 0.05; this corresponds to

the maximum photon energy 0.05 ·
!!!
s

p
! 0.52885 "GeV#

for Belle II conditions. We also found very good agreement
between the two approaches for any reasonable choice
of %1.
Various numerical results for asymmetries and radiative

corrections are presented on Figs. 4–10. Here, for the cut on
energy of the emitted hard photon, in the center-of-mass
system of e$ and e", we used # ! 2.0 GeV.
As we can see on Fig. 4, the correction to the unpolarized

cross section related to the forward/backward kinematics is
not negligible. The correction in the region 50° " ' " 130°
is linearly decreasing with its central value at #5.0%. It is
important to note that our comparison between asymptotic
and full semi-automatic results (see Table I) has used only
the soft-photon contribution to the unpolarized cross-
section and that obviously disagrees with the values of
the correction on Fig. 4 (left plot), where the hard photon
bremsstrahlung contribution was also included. For the L-R
polarization asymmetry on Fig. 5, we observe a standard
dependence of the asymmetry on scattering angle. Here, as
expected, the asymmetry reaches its maximum value at
forward angles, which is explained by the short range
interaction regime, where the parity violating Z-boson
exchange dominates the contribution to the numerator of
the asymmetry term. At backward angles we observe that
the asymmetry is trending towards a zero value due to the
large range interaction regime, where short range Z-boson
exchange has a negligible contribution, and hence the entire
L-R asymmetry goes to zero.
The total cross section and NLO correction, as a function

of detector acceptance, are shown on Fig. 6. The correction
to the total cross section reaches the value of #46.8%, for
full geometrical acceptance, and is relatively constant.
The integrated L-R asymmetry A0$1

LR! and its NLO
correction "LR! are shown on Fig. 7. The maximum value
of A0$1

LR! (for a ! 10° and b ! 170°) is approximately equal
to the average value of differential L-R asymmetry, which
also corresponds to A0$1

LR at ' ! 90°. Results for the
calculated A0$1

FB asymmetry are shown in Fig. 8.
Figs. 8–10 are dedicated to the sensitivity study of

calculated observables to the cuts on the energy of emitted

TABLE I. SPA relative corrections to unpolarized differential cross sections, $00, at the Belle II/SuperKEKB CM energy for the
e$e" ! !$!""%# process at %1 ! 0.05 comparing asymptotic (2nd row) and semiautomatic (3rd row) calculations at different !! polar
angles, ', in the e$e" CM system.

'° 10 30 50 70 90 110 130 150 170

Asymptotic approximation 0.0180 !0.0456 !0.0738 !0.0935 !0.1099 !0.1264 !0.1460 !0.1743 !0.2378
Semiautomatic approach 0.0179 !0.0455 !0.0738 !0.0934 !0.1099 !0.1263 !0.1459 !0.1742 !0.2372
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s̄2W!s" # s2W ! sWcW
!$!̂!Z!s"%

s&!$!̂!!!s"%
: !72"

Parameter ", is defined based on relationship to expression
(58) in the following way:

" # 1 ! "r
1&!$ !!s !̂ZZ!s"%

: !73"

The effective mixing angle is frequently used as one of the
primary parameters in precision electroweak physics and
here we study the dependencies of A0&1

LR! and A
0&1
FB on s̄2W . To

start with, we show on Table II, s̄2W!s" computed in
different renormalization schemes at zero and Z-pole
kinematics. Our calculated on-shell values of s̄2W!s" com-
pare favorably with those calculated in the MS scheme, as
reported in the PDG MS.
For the kinematics relevant to the Belle II experiment,!!!
s

p
# 10.579 GeV, the on-shell effective value of s̄2W!s" is

equal to 0.23413. In order to study the sensitivity of the
polarization asymmetry to the variation of s̄2W!s", we can
simply vary the value of mW , then calculating s̄2W!s" and
asymmetries, we construct parametric dependencies of the
asymmetry on s̄2W!s" or vZeff. It is important to note that in
the analysis of the sensitivity of the asymmetries we took
the cut on the bremsstrahlung photons at 2.0 GeV.
In order to evaluate the experimental asymmetry uncer-

tainties that feed into the sensitivities, we make the
following reasonable assumptions regarding pertinent
experimental parameters that potentially can be achieved

at Belle II/SuperKEKB if there is an upgrade that intro-
duces polarization:

(i) the electron beam polarization is pB # 0.7000'
0.0035, the positron beam is unpolarized.

(ii) pB can measured with 0.5% precision, and this
dominates the systematic error on ALR.

(iii) AFB can be measured with an absolute systematic
uncertainty of 0.005.

(iv) Belle II collects 20 ab!1 of data with the electron
beam polarization and selects e&e" ! #&#"!!"
events with 50% efficiency.

(v) The average
!!!
s

p
, which has a root-mean-square

(RMS) spread of 5 MeV [1], is known to
'1.2 MeV of the peak of the !!4S" resonance.1

With such parameters we can expect an absolute stat-
istical uncertainty on both AFB and ALR of 9.4 ! 10!6.
This gives a total uncertainty on ALR! (with b # 170°)
of '0.0000094!stat" ' 0.0000030!syst" # '0.0000097
!total". The error is dominated by the statistical uncertainty
and gives a relative uncertainty on ALR! of 1.6%. The total
uncertainty on AFB (with a # 10°; b # 170°) is '0.0050
(total). In this case, the uncertainty is completely dominated

FIG. 11. Dependence of the integrated left-right asymmetry on the effective Weinberg mixing angle (left) at
!!!
s

p
# 10.579 GeV and

vector part of the electroweak coupling (right). Horizontal bands show the central value of A0&1
LR! # !0.00063597 determined with the

cut on soft-photons at 2.0 GeV. The width of the band corresponds to the '0.0000097 uncertainty on the central value of A0&1
LR!.

1SuperKEKB operations, following past practice of previous
generation e&e! B-factories, will ensure that

!!!
s

p
is at the peak of

the !!4S" by scanning the energy of one of the beams in a
manner that maximizes the rate of e&e! ! hadrons throughout of
data-taking runs. As the RMS spread in

!!!
s

p
is significantly

smaller than the !!4S" width (20.5' 2.5 MeV), the average
value of

!!!
s

p
will be known to '1.2 MeV, the experimental

precision on the !!4S" mass [27].
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primary parameters in precision electroweak physics and
here we study the dependencies of A0&1

LR! and A
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FB on s̄2W . To

start with, we show on Table II, s̄2W!s" computed in
different renormalization schemes at zero and Z-pole
kinematics. Our calculated on-shell values of s̄2W!s" com-
pare favorably with those calculated in the MS scheme, as
reported in the PDG MS.
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In order to evaluate the experimental asymmetry uncer-
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following reasonable assumptions regarding pertinent
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at Belle II/SuperKEKB if there is an upgrade that intro-
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(i) the electron beam polarization is pB # 0.7000'
0.0035, the positron beam is unpolarized.

(ii) pB can measured with 0.5% precision, and this
dominates the systematic error on ALR.

(iii) AFB can be measured with an absolute systematic
uncertainty of 0.005.

(iv) Belle II collects 20 ab!1 of data with the electron
beam polarization and selects e&e" ! #&#"!!"
events with 50% efficiency.

(v) The average
!!!
s

p
, which has a root-mean-square

(RMS) spread of 5 MeV [1], is known to
'1.2 MeV of the peak of the !!4S" resonance.1

With such parameters we can expect an absolute stat-
istical uncertainty on both AFB and ALR of 9.4 ! 10!6.
This gives a total uncertainty on ALR! (with b # 170°)
of '0.0000094!stat" ' 0.0000030!syst" # '0.0000097
!total". The error is dominated by the statistical uncertainty
and gives a relative uncertainty on ALR! of 1.6%. The total
uncertainty on AFB (with a # 10°; b # 170°) is '0.0050
(total). In this case, the uncertainty is completely dominated

FIG. 11. Dependence of the integrated left-right asymmetry on the effective Weinberg mixing angle (left) at
!!!
s

p
# 10.579 GeV and

vector part of the electroweak coupling (right). Horizontal bands show the central value of A0&1
LR! # !0.00063597 determined with the

cut on soft-photons at 2.0 GeV. The width of the band corresponds to the '0.0000097 uncertainty on the central value of A0&1
LR!.

1SuperKEKB operations, following past practice of previous
generation e&e! B-factories, will ensure that

!!!
s

p
is at the peak of

the !!4S" by scanning the energy of one of the beams in a
manner that maximizes the rate of e&e! ! hadrons throughout of
data-taking runs. As the RMS spread in

!!!
s

p
is significantly

smaller than the !!4S" width (20.5' 2.5 MeV), the average
value of

!!!
s

p
will be known to '1.2 MeV, the experimental

precision on the !!4S" mass [27].
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This translates to the 0.21% uncertainty on sW
2.

One-loop corrected integrated asymmetry

lifetimes calculated in Fermi four-fermion interaction
theory and the Standard Model calculations at one-loop
level. This gives the following relationship:

m2
W ! !"!!!

2
p

G#s2W"1 ! !r#
: "57#

Here !r is a radiative correction which is calculated in the
on-shell renormalization scheme [26] and has the following
structure:

!r ! !"̂WW"0#
m2

W
$ "
4!s2W

"
6$ 7 ! 4s2W

2s2W
ln c2W

#

$ c2W
m2

Zs
2
W
!
$ "̂2

$Z"m2
Z#

m2
Z $ "̂$$"m2

Z#

%
: "58#

Here, "̂V1V2
is defined as a truncated and renormalized self-

energy graph for V1 ! V2 mixing.
The formulas (57) and (58) gives the effective mW value

of 80.4628 GeV, which we use in our calculations. For the
numerical calculations we have used " ! 1=137.035999,
mZ ! 91.1876 GeV, and mH ! 125 GeV as input param-
eters according to [27]. The electron, muon, and %-lepton
masses are taken as me ! 0.510998910 MeV, m# !
0.105658367 GeV, m% ! 1.77684 GeV and the quark
masses for loop contributions as mu ! 0.06983 GeV,
mc ! 1.2 GeV, mt ! 174 GeV, md ! 0.06984 GeV,
ms ! 0.15 GeV, and mb ! 4.6 GeV. The light quark
masses provide a shift in the fine structure constant due
to hadronic vacuum polarization !""5#had"m2

Z# ! 0.02757
[28], where

!""5#had"s# !
"
3!

X

q!u;d;s;c;b

Q2
q

"
ln

s
m2

q
!
5

3

#
: "59#

Here, we choose to use the light quark masses as param-
eters regulated by the hadronic vacuum polarization.
Let us introduce superscript C which corresponds to the

specific type of contribution to a cross section or asym-
metry. C can be 0 (Born contribution), 1 (one-loop EWC
contribution), or 0$ 1 (both these types): C ! f0; 1;
0$ 1g. The relative correction to the unpolarized differ-
ential cross section (denoted by subscript 00) is

&00 !
'1L $ '1R
'0L $ '0R

! '100
'000

; "60#

where the subscripts L and R on the cross sections
correspond to the degree of polarization for electron
pB ! !1 and pB ! $1, respectively. The relative correc-
tion to the unpolarized total cross section is

&T ! "1
F $ "1

B

"0
F $ "0

B
! "1

T

"0
T
; "61#

where forward and backward cross sections are defined as

"C
F !

Z
cosa

0
'C00 · d"cos(#; "C

B !
Z

0

! cosa
'C00 · d"cos(#:

The relative correction to integrated cross section is

&" ! "1
L $ "1

R

"0
L $ "0

R
; "62#

where the left and right integrated cross sections are given
by

"C
L !

Z
cosa

cos b
'CL · d"cos (#; "C

R !
Z

cos a

cos b
'CR · d"cos (#;

and the integration is over the cosine of the polar angle of
the outgoing negative fermion.
The parity-violating (left-right) asymmetry is defined in

a traditional way
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which at the Born level has the following structure
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with y ! !t=s. The left-right integrated asymmetry is
constructed from integrated cross sections
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Born results for the integrated asymmetry can be written in
the following form
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lifetimes calculated in Fermi four-fermion interaction
theory and the Standard Model calculations at one-loop
level. This gives the following relationship:

m2
W ! !"!!!

2
p

G#s2W"1 ! !r#
: "57#

Here !r is a radiative correction which is calculated in the
on-shell renormalization scheme [26] and has the following
structure:
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2
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$ "̂2
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Z#

%
: "58#

Here, "̂V1V2
is defined as a truncated and renormalized self-

energy graph for V1 ! V2 mixing.
The formulas (57) and (58) gives the effective mW value

of 80.4628 GeV, which we use in our calculations. For the
numerical calculations we have used " ! 1=137.035999,
mZ ! 91.1876 GeV, and mH ! 125 GeV as input param-
eters according to [27]. The electron, muon, and %-lepton
masses are taken as me ! 0.510998910 MeV, m# !
0.105658367 GeV, m% ! 1.77684 GeV and the quark
masses for loop contributions as mu ! 0.06983 GeV,
mc ! 1.2 GeV, mt ! 174 GeV, md ! 0.06984 GeV,
ms ! 0.15 GeV, and mb ! 4.6 GeV. The light quark
masses provide a shift in the fine structure constant due
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q

"
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q
!
5

3

#
: "59#

Here, we choose to use the light quark masses as param-
eters regulated by the hadronic vacuum polarization.
Let us introduce superscript C which corresponds to the

specific type of contribution to a cross section or asym-
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contribution), or 0$ 1 (both these types): C ! f0; 1;
0$ 1g. The relative correction to the unpolarized differ-
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&00 !
'1L $ '1R
'0L $ '0R

! '100
'000

; "60#

where the subscripts L and R on the cross sections
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T
; "61#
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Multi-Loop Calculations in Precision Search of BSM

•Replace one-loop insertion by effective 
propagator
• Dispersive representation of one-loop sub-
loop has propagator like structure with mass s.

[This work] A. Aleksejevs, Phys. Rev. D 98, 036021 (2018)
[13] S. Bauberger, M. Bohm, Nucl. Phys. B 445, 25-46 (1995)



QCD

Crucial for physics 
(especially NP) at LHC

EIC

Gauge-gravity duality or anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS-CFT) correspondence

EIC

Lattice, QCD Sum Rules, ChPT



Chiral Pertubation Theory
Hadronic formfactors and polarizabilities still 
remain a challenge for both experiment and theory.

Example: Different theoretical models predict quite 
different values of pion polarizabilities.  Need a 
measurement. (GlueX)

ChPT predictions up to O(p4) with our 
Computational Hadronic Model (see A. Aleksejevs 
and M. Butler, J.Phys. G37 (2010) 035002.

A. Aleksejevs and S. Barkanova study dynamical 
polarizabilities of baryons and mesons from the 
perspective of relativistic Chiral Perturbation 
Theory (ChPT).

7

(10-4 fm3) α - β α + β

π± 5.59 0.07
π0 -1.76 0.74
η -0.046 0
K± 1.23 0
K0 0.19 0



How do hadrons emerge from QCD?
QCD Quark model 

?

Light-front QCD

Mapping to AdS + conformal symmetry breaking

quarks and  gluons

SuSy

S. J. Brodsky, G. de Teramond, H. G. Dosch et al.

valence quarks

𝜅 = 523 MeVAdS/QCD mass scale

Review: Phys. Rep. (2015)

• SuSy: meson-baryon as superpartners (no NP!)
• Pion is predicted to be massless
• 𝜆 = 𝜅!

Universal holographic wavefunction for all hadrons 
𝜅 replaces Λ"#$

Conformal limit



Light pseudoscalar and vector mesons
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CERN (86)
JLab (07)
Harvard (74)
Harvard (76)
Cornell (77)
JLab (01)
JLab (06)
Asymptotic pQCD
B=0
B=1
B>>1

M. Ahmady, F. Chishtie, R. Sandapen, PRD95 (2017) 7, 074008
M. Ahmady, C. Mondal, R. Sandapen, PRD98 (2018) 3, 034010;  PRD100 (2019) 100, 054005 
M. Ahmady, S. Kaur, C. Mondal, R. Sandapen, arXiv: 2006.07675 [hep-ph]

Universal holographic wavefunction modified differently by quark mass and
spin effects describe simultaneously all light meson EM data

EM form factors

https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.07675


Diffractive electroproduction of light vector mesons

Gluon saturation

𝑒 + 𝑝 → 𝑒 + (𝜌, 𝜑) + 𝑝

Ø Universal 𝜅 = 540 MeV
Ø Effective quark mass, 𝑚 = 140 MeV 

• HERA data prefer holographic meson wavefunction
• Relevant for EIC to probe gluon saturation
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J. R. Forshaw, R. Sandapen, PRL 109  (2012) 081601
M. Ahmady, N. Sharma, R. Sandapen, PRD 94 (2016) 7, 074018
B. E. Cox, J. R. Forshaw, R. Sandapen, JHEP 06 (2009) 034 (saturation at LHC)

Holographic wavefunction

High energy factorization



§ Blue: holographic wavefunction
§ Red:  QCD Sum Rules
§ NP? Hadronic uncertainties?

𝐵% → 𝜙𝜇&𝜇'

New Physics in rare B decays ?

EW transition form factors
NP ?

M. Ahmady, R. Sandapen, PRD88 (2013) 014042; PRD87 (2013) 5, 054013
M. Ahmady, R. Campbell, S. Lord, R. Sandapen, PRD88 (2013) 7,074031; PRD89(2014)7, 074021
M. Ahmady, S. Lord, R. Sandapen, PRD 90 (2014) 7, 074010
M. Ahmady, D. Hatfield, S. Lord, R. Sandapen, PRD92 (2015), 11, 114028
M. Ahmady, A. Leger, Z. McIntyre, A. Morrison, R. Sandapen, PRD98 (2018) 5, 053002
M. Ahmady, S. Keller, M. Thibodeau, R. Sandapen, PRD100 (2019) 11, 113005

Holographic wavefunction

Undergrad HQP contributions 



Summary & Outlook
Ø BSM physics in precision scattering

• Parity-violating Experiments such as MOLLER, P2 and Chiral Belle will push the boundaries of BSM searches to multi TeV
scale

• Weinberg mixing angle will be determined with unprecedented precision
• Precision experiments precision radiative corrections, which we address by advancing techniques of multi-loop calculations

Ø QCD and hadronic structure

Ø HQP & EDI

• Maintain our successful role at Acadia and Mt. A of channeling HQP to Canadian graduate schools
• Expand new graduate program at Grenfell-MUN, funding permitting
• Contribute to Canadian postdoc supervision, funding permitting, great potential to attract HQP to Atlantic Canada
• Science outreach including underrepresented groups in Atlantic Canada

• Heavy quarks: diffractive J-Psi electroproduction and B meson transition form factors
• Nucleon EM form factors within same framework as for mesons
• Connection between  𝜒PT and light-front holographic QCD


